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	Immagine: 
	Text 1: Preservatives, wetting agents, solution ofinorganic acids, propolis, alcohol, water.
	Text 4: Shake well before use. Always use at temperatures above +10°C.USEFUL TIPS: pour FATTORE RH into a container and using a brush dipped in the solution, apply it to the floor in the direction of the grain, (no more than a metre in width at a time) and evenly, applying the product carefully.After 12/24 hours, rub the surface with sandpaper gr.120/400 or with the green/black pad to smooth the surface and/or create shading. When the surface is clean and dry, apply the Corolle protective treatment.PROTECT any surfaces that may be damaged by the product.CAUTION: never pour FATTORE RH directly onto wood, any drops or excess product may cause streaks or mark the item seriously.If you want to achieve the effect of the one coat of reactive, for the best result, we recommend to apply (only on the floors already laid) two coats of FATTORE RH diluted with water (40% of the product and 60% of the water).
	Text 3: FATTORE RH applied to larch and oak, when dry, gives an aged “hazel grey” mordanting effect, but it can also be used on elm, larch, chestnut surfaces etc...
	Text 5: • It can be diluted in various proportions.• Quick-drying.• It gives wood an aged effect.• Combined with other products it allows you  to achieve different and original colour   effects.• It stains the wood fibre in depth.Always run some test applications before applying it to the definitive surfaces.
	Text 7: APPEARANCE: liquidCOLOUR: grey/bluishODOUR: characteristicPH (AT 20°C): 2.2SOLUBILITY IN WATER: total.SPECIFIC WEIGHT (20° C): 0.998 kg/l
	Text 8: The product is not classified as hazardous pursuant to the provisions set forth in EC Regulation 1272/2008 (CLP).Hazard statements:EUH210 Safety data sheet available on request.No danger symbol is required on the label It must nevertheless be kept out of the reach of children and must not be disposed of in drain water, in order to protect the environment. We nevertheless advise you to adopt good work practices.
	Text 6: DILUTION: It is ready for use, if necessary dilute with water or Re-Tard.DRYING: Approximately 12 hours (20°C).WALKABLE: after 2 hours.YIELD: Approximately 14/20 sqm/l per coat.HOW TO CLEAN EQUIPMENT: Wash with soap and water.STORAGE: Closed in the original packaging, in a cool place, away from frost and UV rays, it retains its properties for at least one year.PACKAGING:12 1-litre bottles4 5-litre buckets2 10-litre buckets
	Garanzia: LIMITED WARRANTY - READ CAREFULLYThe information provided herein is provided in good faith and on the basis of careful research carried out by New Chemical Prevention. Nevertheless, since conditions and methods of use cannot be controlled by the company, this information does not replace preliminarytests, which are essential in guaranteeing full compliance and safety of the products to the specific application. Therefore New ChemicalPrevention guarantees compliance only of the product with current sale specifications. Any compensation to the user or New ChemicalPrevention liability are limited exclusively to reimbursing the purchase price or replacing any product that differs from its guaranteedspecifications. New Chemical Prevention does not offer any explicit or implicit guarantee regarding product suitability and specific usefor its commercial viability, unless the company provides a specific written guarantee of compliance for a specific use. New ChemicalPrevention will not be held liable for accidental or indirect damage.
	Titolo: Fattore RH
	Revisione: Revision 15.09
	Text 2: FATTORE RH is an innovative propolis andacid-based formulation which interacts on thewooden surface, giving a final result (on oak)with “light greyish hazel” tones and severalcolour effects, depending on whether it is usedas it is or diluted in the various proportions.
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